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An analog synthesizer music masterpiece. A journey into moods and spaces derived by synthesizer

sound design. Colorful sound and storylike. 16 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music,

ELECTRONIC: Soundscapes Details: Captured Imagination, solo artist Aaron Esselstrom announces his

second record debut, "Impinging upon the Morontial". Impinging upon the Morontial is an analog

synthesizer music masterpiece with 7 years in the making. This CD debut is performed and produced by

Aaron Esselstrom, age 32, living in Washington State. A multi-instrumentalist from youth, Aaron is a

collector of analog and digital synthesizers and on this CD Aaron explores realms of sonic created virtual

realities. Aaron has stated on occasions..."It is easy to create random sound design or noise, but it is

different to make it musical". This unique analog synthesis presentation takes on a musical yet

atmospheric approach to sonic moods and spaces. Mostly relaxing and sometimes a bit startling, these

tracks cover sound explorations with a colorful almost story-like quality. Of course the use of ones' own

imagination is necessary; not from a forceful way, this music takes you there itself. Sound wise, absent on

this CD are tracks with long repetitions of electronic and other musical phrases without changes or

direction. But instead there is performed music with evolving tones and composition. From one space and

tone to another, from the ethereal to a storming rampage. It should bore few people, but for some people

who are use to high energy music without slow transitions leading up to high intensities, may find this CD

too slow. This CD is more of an experience to be had instead of instant gratification. After 45 minutes of

diverse electronic tracks, the CD completes itself with an acoustic piano piece that complements the

earlier tracks. Total running time is 55:00. This music is presently enjoyed by people of all age groups,

personalities and temperaments. Good for reading, traveling, inspiration, personal time and other. The

CD is a 3 sided high quality cardboard folding encasement (digipac) that folds into itself. It features
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original art works along with a description of the recording process from analog tape recordings to

transferring all the music to digital. The term Morontial in the name of this CD is taken from a personal

favorite book of mine, the Urantia Book. Morontial refers to levels of creation that mortals-of-time

transcend after passing on in this world. To my surprise, most peoples reaction to seeing the word

Morontial on the CD cover is to think of a moron, like referring to the CD as "Impinging upon being a

Moron". There is humor there yes and possibly even some truth, "ouch". The first debut by Aaron

Esselstrom (Captured Imagination) was in 1991, a solo record that included vocals, guitar, synthesizer

and drum machine. This second new debut being sold exclusively at CD Baby.com, "Impinging upon the

Morontial", is non-vocal but is instead a electronic derived journey, created through the use of

analog/digital synthesizers. All the electronic sounds created are originals, not one sample is used except

a grand piano sample on one track from a kawai MP9000. This has been crucial to create sounds from

scratch for creating exact and precise timbres (in an electronic sense) to complete this musical and

visionary passage. Enjoy Anyone interested in receiving a CD of the first debut from 1991 can receive

one for 1.50 for the cost of the cd and shipping, when "Impinging upon the Morontial" is purchased first.

Good blessings, and thanks for your time. Aaron Esselstrom CI Creations Recent listeners known by the

artist say the following about Captured Imaginations second debut... "Intricate and detailed, yet relaxing."

Digital music instructor "Raw synthesizer tones made musical, and a journey that dreams are made of,

both nice and scary dreams, then back to the nice." Author and shaman "Powerful, took me full swing."

Religious affiliate "I keep finding myself coming back to it throughout the year." Spiritual affiliate

"Meditative, spiritual and creative." Numerous friends "This music is great and can have use in my

massage clinic, thanks." Massage therapist "I fall asleep to it every night." Friend Order Now and receive

a CD for Free from CD Baby! Purchase Captured Imagination or any other CD offered by CD Babyand

receive a Free Music sampler CD Today with your purchase!
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